
WINO 'rIPS, June 3, J944 

IT.ART BICGEST BOND D IVB ,ro. pa,_ 1 

BONDediera haw been appointed in alll'OSt all division,.. Mot 
yet appointed are workers In the Buildings .and Grounds and Auditing 
Divisions. Others are: Engine CCilponenls, Clara Dornon: Engine 
Research, Catherine Varian: Instrullents: Helen saxer, Ida ~snak, 
and Jean Henke; Flight Research, Phillip Pragliola; fuels and lJJbe,s, 
Phyllis Hayes: Manager's Office, Charles Eo Cooper; Icing Research, 
Willis Kenyon and Richard Lyons; Themodynamics, Christine Mont
gocaery: Design, Evelyn taseh; Engine Installation, George Olrchuk; 
Supercharger, Fred J. Hartwig, Jr.: F6brl catJ on , George Krynak; EX
pediting, Robert ScMldl;· Engineering services, E. Daniel WllIl.1llS; 
Executive Engineers' Off I<ie, Ferris L. seashQre: Administrative, 
Arline Grentzer, and cafeteria, He len 'Th<lllPson. 

rOTURBI A_I. WIND TUNNEL 

"Much of the re.Hrch into future ai.rcr.ft engine ."ill CIOIJle ft'Olll 

laborlJtori08 bein~ built at Clwol8lld Airport by the 8Ovornn«tt'. 
Na'tiOMI Advisory O:>tmJittee for Aeron8Utica," says &lsine Wee{( in 
,. re~t iuue. lfillain feature of this project is the hu8G wind 
tcIlnel that's dNi.fTIed to tost ~a. turbine3 and other experimental 
power plants at all prl!JCtlcal tenperatures lind sirrulatod lti tudes ," 

https://ai.rcr.ft
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AERO DIGEST • August 1. 1944. 

NEW MCA WIND TUNNELS 

Two new wind tunnels reoent1y p1aoed in operation by the HAC! will make 
possible a greatly expanded researoh program. and are expeoted to develop 
valuable information on the performanoe of engines and airplanes under oondi
tions not hitherto reproduoed in wind tunnels. 

One of the.e tunnels is located at the researoh laboratory of the NACA 
in Cleveland. and the other at Moffett Field. Cal•• where it forms part of 
the Ames Aeronautioa1 Laboratory. 

The Cleveland tunnel is the first designed espeoial1y for investigating 
airoraft powerplante under altitude oondi tions. It is the most oomplete equip" 
ment yet developed tor getting the "bugs" out of entire powerplants designed 
for high-altitude operation before the airplane goes into produotion. The 
tunnel ...... rushed to completion for seoret inve.tigations of new military 
powerplants. ino1uding jet propulsion &ystems. 

The tunnel i. oon.truoted of a .tee1 alloy espeoial1y adapted to temper
ature ohange•• and i. .upported through etee1 rollers on oonorete piers in 
suoh a manner as to provide for movement in any direotion. to permit ex
paneion and contraotion of the eteel .hell. Heat losses are minimized by an 
in.u1ating layer of glass wool which is. in turn. covered by a steel casing. 
An 18.000-hp electrical motor drives the 31-ft diam. 12-b1aded propeller on 
an extension shaft from outside the tunnel shell. 

The diam of the tunnel test ••otion .... fixed at twenty ft ~ propeller 
requirements for engines of 3000 hp or greater. The altitude at which it 
was desired to conduot tests influenoed the determination of the tunnel 
capacity. It is designed to .imu1ate the sub.zero temperatures encountered 
at )0.000 ft. and is strong tIl.ough to simulate pressures encountered at 
50.000 ft. 

The refrigerating plant provided to produoe altitude temperatures in the 
test seotion has a refrigerating oapaoity whioh. it utilized tor ioe making. 
would manufaoture 10.000 tons of ioe eaoh 24 hr. Twenty thousand gallon. of 
cooling water per minute are required to transfer the heat remOTed to the 
surrounding air, via the cooling tower. 

The total power required by the tunnel to investigate a 3000-hp aircratt 
engine at 30.000 tt and ,00 mile. per hr airspeed is in in excess of 50.000 hp. 

Beoause of the faot that powerp1ants are operated in the tunnel. provisions 
had to be made tor oooling the air in the tunnel and disposing of the engine 
exhaust ga.. The in.tallation therefore includes oooling radiators. an in
take-air duct and an exhaust-air scoop that are not normally part. of an aero
dynamio wind tunnel. 

air 
Low/pressures are maintained 'within the tunnel by means of four large 

reoiprocating exhau.ters located in a nearby building and connected by large 
duot. to a .treamlined sooop downstream of the model. 
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The tunnel and the engine being investigated are both controlled from 

a soundproof oontro1 room adjacent to the test chamber. The tunnel operator, 
with the help of englneera in nearby buildings housing the refrigeration and 
exhausting equipment, is able to control the pressure, temperatures, and air 
speeds within the tunnel, the angle ot attack of the model and the operation 
of the engine and propeller. Any desired combination of temperature and 
pressure can be obtained in the tunnel. Instrumentation 18 provided to in
dicate the forces on the model in addition to the complete performanoe data 
of the test engine and its accessories. 

The tunnel at Moftett Field is the world's largest wind tunnel for full
8cale airplane testing. 

The tunnel is 868 tt in length, and has a ceiling height or 180 tt. Its 
width at one end i. 399 tt, and 353 tt at the other. Unlike the usual cylindri
oal-shaped tunnel, the Unit ia box-shaped with exterior bracing - leaVing the 
interior unobstruoted tor air t1aw. 

Six 6000-hp motors, each driving a 6-bladed tan with a diam approximate
ly the height ot the average 4-atory building, produce a wind velocity of 
more than 200 mph. The tunnel is oon8tructed as a olosed circuit, and 3888 
ourved vanes at the tour corners turn the air at right angles without turbul
enoe, aohieving the greatest velooity at the minimum section ot the tunnel, 
which 1. the test .ection. 

The new tunnel i8 large enough tor testing planes with wing spans up to ".. 
72 tt. This includes all present purSUit and fighter types, and even medium 
bombers. 

The tunnel at Moftett Field is designed to test aerodynamic characteriltic. 
such as "litt" or "drag." B,y mean. ot this type of testing NACA has u8ua11y 
been able to provide at least 20 additional mph to the speed of a new model 
airplane about to go into production. 

Equipment previously installed at the Ames Aeronautical Laboratory, which 
was built by the NACA, includes three .maller wind tunnels as well as flight 
research laboratories and in.trument .hop•• 
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NACA WIND TIJNNEL IS IN OPERATION 
More Than 50,000 Horsepower Is Required to Duplicate the o 
Stratosphere Conditions for Investigating Aircraft Engines 

to the nation's aeronautical research mination of the tunnel capacity. The
 
The National Advisory Committee
 facilities. The tunnel has been rushed tunnel is designed to simulate the
 
for Aeronautics has prepared and
 to completion for investigations of sub-zero temperatures encountered at
 

released for publication through
 new military power plants, includ 30,000 feet and is strong enough to 
ing jet propulsion systems. simulate the pressures encountered at its secretary, John F. Victory, the
 

The NACA Altitude Wind Tunnel 50,000 feet.
 
following article giving long

is unique from several standpoints. The refrigerating plant provided 
awaited facts about the altitude It marks another in the NACA's long to produce altitude temperatures in
 
wind tunnel now in operation at
 history of wind tunnel "firsts". It is the tunnel test section has a refriger
 
the Aircraft Engine Research Lab
 the first of its kind for investigating ating capacity which, if utilized for
 

oratory at the Cleveland Airport.
 under altitude conditions aircraft ice making, would manufacture 
power plants as installed in airplanes. 10,000 tons of ice each 24 hours. Electrical Production prints this
 
It is the most complete equipment as Twenty thousand gallons of cooling
 

authoritive article in full. 
yet developed for getting the "bugs" water per minute are required to
 
out of entire power plants designed transfer the heat removed to the sur
 

NACA officials have announced for high altitude operation before rounding air via the cooling tower.
 
that the important Altitude Wind the airplane goes into production. The total power required by the 
Tunnel has been placed in operation The diameter of the tunnel test tunnel to investigate a 3000 horse
at the NACA Aircraft Engine Re section was fixed at twenty feet by power aircraft engine at 30,000 feet 
search Laboratory in Cleveland. Dis propeller requirements for engines of and 500 miles per hour airspeed, is 
closure of the completion of the new 3000 horsepower or greater. The al in excess of 50,000 horsepower. 
tunnel, first of its kind in the world, titude at which it was desired to Because of the fact that power 
marks the addition of a valuable unit conduct tests influenced the deter- plants are operated in the tunnel, 

GUIDE VANES for turning high-velocity air stream in the altitude wind tunnel, NACA Aircraft Engine Research ~ 
Laboratory, Cleveland. This, the only wind tunnel of its type, is used to aid in improving aircraft engine performance 
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ELECTRICAL PRODUCTION MAGAZINE 

Volume XVIII August, 1944 Number 2 

• 

Published by the Electrical League af Cleveland, J. 
Stanley Strunk, secretary. Title registered in U. S. Patent Office. 
munications to Electrical Production, 18th floor, Midland 

E. North, president, 
Address com

Building, Cleveland. 

• 

The National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics port. This laboratory is planned to improve air
has announced that the vitally important wind tunnel at craft engines and to expedite their production. It is 
its Aircraft Engine Research Laboratory, Cleveland Air expected that the presence of the laboratory also will 
port, has been rushed to completion for "investigations add to Cleveland's long established importance in air
of new military power plants, including jet propul craft parts manufacturing." 
sion systems." 

While many of the faets about this new wind tunnel * * *
 must be kept secret, NACA has prepared and released Postwar, one of the great problems that will have to 
for publication through its secretary, John F. Victory, be solved, if our employment is to reach the required 
an article describing some of the interesting electrical level, involves bringing to this area new industries to 
installations. Beginning on the next page, Electrical utilize the scores of fine modern plants built for war 
Production prints this authoritative article in full. production.
 

In view of the increasingly important part that elec
 bring new Join in the elfort to industry to Greater 
tric refrigeration is playing in many industries, you Cleveland. Help this great industrial area to thrive 
will be interested in NACA's description of the refriger postwar, too! 
ating plant now in operation at the Cleveland Airport 
laboratory. This plant, which makes possible the simu * * *
 
lation of temperatures encountered at 30,000 feet and Another article in this issue we want to call to your 
above, would produce 10,000 tons of ice each 24 hours particular attention is that by Mr. Charles Sanford, as
if used for that purpose. sistant to the president of the Cleveland Hardware & 

The article refers to other interesting electrical appli  Forging Company. Mr. Sanford, beginning on Page 6, 
cations. In fact, when you read what NACA has to say tells about the modernization of lighting in various de
about the use of electricity in its multi·million dollar partments in his plant. The new lighting reduced glare, 
plant, it will be apparent to you helped to eliminate errors, pro
that a decisive factor that caused moted greater efficiency and con
NACA to locate its new laboratory tributed to greater plant safety. 
in Cleveland was the availability 
here of a dependable, ample sup * * *
 
ply of electricity at reasonable Beginning on Page 3, Mr. A. B. 
rates. Efroymson, president of the Na

tional Trminals Corp., describes * * *
 how his warehouse met the greatly 
Speaking about an ample, de expanded demand for low·temper

pendable supply of electricity and ature food storage during the war. 
what it means to industry, The 
Cleveland Electric Illuminating * * *
 Company's 1940 annual report Plug-in bus duct power distribu
had this to say about the location tion is being used more widely 
of the NACA laboratory here: every day. One of the largest bus 

"In keeping with its policy of duct installations in the Greater 
doing all within its means to con Cleveland area, at The White 
tribute to the progress of the com Motor Company, is discussed in OUR COVER PICTURE shows 
munities it serves, the Company in an article beginning on Page 10. the new fluorescent lighting in the 
1940 assisted in bringing to its inspection department at Cleve
territory a considerable number of land Hardware & Forging Com * * * 
new enterprises. Largest of these For a description of electric pany where girls check dimensions 
is the Government's aircraft en· heat-treating furnaces as they are and thread measurements and for 
gine research laboratory, which used in the metallurgical laboracold shots, underfills. Work now 
the National Advisory Commit tory at the Cuyahoga Works of the is accomplished with greater ac
tee for Aeronautics is building curacy, fewer parts are returned. American Steel & Wire Company 
at the Cleveland Municipal Air- turn to Pages 12 and 13. 
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NACA Wind :runnel 
J Is In Operation , (Continued from Page 5) 

prOVISIOn had to be made for cool
1 

ing the air in the tunnel and dispos meter end of the wind tunnel and 
\ connected to fourteen Carrier refriging of the engine exhaust gas. The 1 erating units installed in the Refriginstallation therefore includes coole
 eration Building. I ing radiators, intake-air duct and an 

One of the chief purposes of the exhaust-air scoop that are not nor
tunnel is to save time in dearing for mally parts of an aerodynamic wind 
production new types of airplanes tunnel. 
designed to operate at the highest atJ The tunnel is of steel construction 
tainable altitudes. Nothing, howI using an alloy especially adapted to 
ever. takes the place of final flight I temperature changes and is supported 
tests. The;"\ ACA Altitude Tunnel 

j
 through steel rollers on concrete 
can be used to study power plant piers in such a manner as to provide 
performance at speeds and altitudes 1 for movement in any direction to per

}
 mit expansion and contraction of the in excess of those attainable by the 
"Flying Laboratory." In addition, steel shell. Heat losses are mini
the tunnel allows control of air conmized by an insulating layer of glass \ ditions manually. Any desired temwool which is in turn covered by a 
perature and pressure combination steel cover. 
may be obtained and reproduced for The tunnel and the engine being 
consecutive or repeat tests-a condiinvestigated are both controlled from 
tion that is not available in flight a sound-proof control room adjacent 
testing, and a consideration that reto the test chamber. From this loca
sults in much delay in flight testing. tion the tunnel operator, with the 
Information obtained in the new help of engineers stationed in near

THIS 31-FOOT DIAMETER propeller is driv. NACA Cleveland tunnel will materiby buildings housing the refrigera
electric motor and is on an extension shaft fron~ ally aid the war effort. tion and exhausting equipment, is 

able to control the pressure, tempera
tures, and air speeds within the tun large reciprocating exhausters lo tionally-controlled nozzle located at 
nel, the angle of attack of the model cated in a nearby building and con the converging section of the tunnel 
and the operation of the engine and nected by large ducts to a streamlined and adjusted for each test model to e
 propeller. Instrumentation is pro scoop down stream of the model. direct the entering air toward the 
vided to indicate the forces on the The ventilating air removed by the power plant air intake. 
model in addition to the complete exhausters is replaced by dried and The main refrigeration of the wind 
performance data of the test engine refrigerated air and admitted into the tunnel is accomplished by means of 
and its accessories. tunnel through a pressure-controlled a copper-plate fin type of heat ex

Low air pressures are maintained valve which is upstream of the tunnel changer located in the 51-foot dia
within the tunnel by means of four cooling radiator and through a direc- (Continued on Page 27) 

LABORATORY left to right: Altitude control equipment, altitude wind tunnel, temperature control equipment (largest 
refrigeration plant in the world). This tunnel is expected to gain for America a decided advantage in designing aircraft 
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Cleveland Plain Dealer
June 6, 1943

Model of the Aircraft Engine Research Laboratory. The
wind tunnels are the two white rectangular objects in the
center of the photograph, the larger being the high altitude

tunnel in which stratosphere hurricanes will be created

Lab Outdoes
Nature for
Engine Test

N ATURE in her mos~ vio
lent temper n eve r
equaled the bad weath

er to be created in the high al
titude wind tunnel now under
construction at the recently
dedicated Aircraft Engine Re
search Laboratory of the Na
tional Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics at the Clevelpnd
Airport.

The tunnel will bring the
frigid stratosphere down to
earth and provide winds oi
higher velocity than airplanes
have attained for the testing of
aircraft engines.

This is the onl)·. high altitude
wind tunnel i~ the world, unless
Germany has secretly built one.
Many wind tunnels for the testing
of p"l a n e s have been ln use ill
America for years, but the)' arc not
refrigerated. Many refrigeration
chambers are in use, but do not
have wind. Many wind tunnels op
erate under air density conditions
existing at sea level, but do not
provide the rarefied atmospheric
pressure of the siratosphere. This
tunnel is the only one providing

. high wind. sub·zero frigidity, and
the rarefied air encountered at
high altitUdes.

It is one of the most expensive
single instruments for aeronautical
research ever bUilt, and. will be of
enormous significance in the air
craft program. It is expected to
give American aircraft a definite
advantage over enemy aircralt by
improving their performance at
high altitudes.

W A man trapped in it could live
but a lew seconds while it is in
operation. Suppose the unfortun
ate individual locked in the tun-

nel could survive ~.. ilh an oxygen
mask. His next discomfort would
be cold. The temperature would
drop down and down to 67 degrees
below zero, a point suppOsed to
be constant ill the slr<ltosphere.

A properly equipped man might
survivl~ both the rare air and the
extreme cold. but he would never
survive the wind to be creatl'd b\'
a giant fan. The wind will ha\'~
a velocity of 500 miles per hour.
and would fhltlcn a man like a
pancake against the walls ot the
tunnel.

No wind in nature has ever been
measured at hat! that \·elocitv.
During the Florida hurricane ~t
1926 the weather bureau instru
ments broke after recording 132
m. p. h. The greatest natural wind

ve!odty ever measured wall 231
m. p. !':. on the summit at Mt.
Washington. N. H. Special instru
ment! were used. Tornado veloci
ties have been computed lrom
after effects at 500 m. p. h., but
never actually recorded by instru
ments.

The electric power required to
raise this bottled-up tornado in the
tunnel would light a medium size
city. The giant tan is driven by
16.000 horsepower - su!licient en·
ergy to haul fi\'e freight trains of
100 loaded cars each. A total of
50,000 horsepower is required to
operate the wind tunnel, together
with its refrigerators and exhaust
systems. This is enough to haUl a
train of about 1.000 loaded cars.

The - toughest cooling problem

ever tackled by engineers was in
volved in the building of the tun
nel. The temperature on the outer
surface pC the insulation on a hot
summer day may be 150 degrees,
which means that 217 degrees dif
ference may exisl inside ·the tun
nel and outside. Overcoming the
surrounding temperature is com
paralively simple. The tunnel walls,
of Course. are heavily insulated.
The great problem is in dissipat
ing the heat thrown ott by the fan
and the engine under test. This is
estimated 10 be equivalent to the
heat energy output of several rail
way locomotives.

"By ordinary methods· of flight
testing it has taken six months to
a year to eliminate the bugs from
a new model high altitude aircraft

engine installation." .alc! JOM Vic
tory, secretary ol the N. A. C. A.,
when he was here on a recent in
spection. "With this tunnel we can
eliminate the 'ouJl' befOre the high
altitude airplane ioes Into mass
production, and get 8uperior planes
in the air tar more quickly than
by other methods. Time is what
counts most In tbis war,"

The tunnel will be used chiefly
to develop more efficient aircratt
power plants. 9ther N. A. C. A.
tunnels which have lon( ~een in
operation will continue to test
wing designs, tail aasemblles and
other parts ot the airplane for their
aerodynamic properties.

Engines will be mounted in the
tunnel with their propellers and
wing sections. Instead of goina to
the' stratosphere, the stratosphere
will come to the engine. Instead of
the plane Vlovlng through the air
at 500 m. p. h., the air will be
moving past the engine at that
speed. Thus the engines will be
tested under identically the same
conditions that would obtain were
a pilot to fly six or seven miles
high to make the same test.

How long do you suppose the
engine in your liutomobile would
run in a stratosphere tornado. It
would freeze still in 30 l:ec(·r!ri~.

SpeciCic inCormation conce~ning

the size. shape and construction of
the tunnel is a military secret of
the first order. "An·y exact infor
mation might be very vaJuabl~ to
the enemy," said Mr. Victory. "I

believe tbe N. A. C. A. has the best
wind tunnel designers in the world.
At Langley Field alone we have
more than 20 wind tunnels. The
tunnel here is the result of our
past experience in building· others.
When! tel) y.)IJ it will accommodate
iln engine of 4,000 h, p.• that will
give you some indication of its
size. No aircraft engine of such
horsepower· has yet been used.!

"What sort of engine problems
will the tunnel help solve?" he was
asked. "Give an example."

"Let's suppose you are !lying a
plane in Alaska." Victory answered.
"At 30 below zero ordinary motor
oil becomes very stiff. Planes fly
in air that is much colder. Thus.
lubrication of engines for efficiency
o\'er an extreme ranl:e of tempera
ture is one at the problems. The
artificial stratosphere will also be
valuable for testing superchargers.
A great many problems are so
technical tbat to e....p.n tell what
they are would be of value to the
enemy. We do not want him to
know either our weakness or our
strength.

"Our goal Is an engine with less
weight and more power. We can't
talk about the technical steps we
take to reach the goal. We have
come a long way, and we will go
a lot farther."

When ground was broken tor the
laboratory a little more than· two

years ago the tunnel Waf
to reproduce Conditions t·~

to a~~~.:
up .30,000 feet and t.~i~
velOCity of 300 miles Per hou ~
tunnel design has sinCl'r',Trt
changed to reproduce the· riot:;
sphere at a eonsiderabl .. ~~'

altitude--40.000 feet un~ ~
conditions-besides adding l~~
p. h. to the Wind. ~ ~
. Next to the high altitu4e .,
IS a ~econd smaller tunnel f~
creabon of another SOrt ~. ~
weather. The temperatu ':'.
it will b~ almos~ 100d~ \Iib:t.'
er than In Its big neighbo- 'ar.t.
"weather" will be just ~,btrtltt
fortable. Ahigh wind, h:::
and a temperature of 30 dt .;
will reproduce sea level kill 8llls
ditions. I~.

Ice forms on plane wings at
peratures between 28 and 3:l~
grees, sO\)'letimes so rapidly ~~.
flyer finds his plane out Of 'I

trol before he can seek aw Cli':.

layer of air to take Jt ott•. ::
dynamiC deSIgns and devi~~"

pre~ent t~e 10:Olation oti~J
be Lested In thIS tunnel Jt .::,;;i\
for engine work. ·,·0

Let other cities brall'f!~:":;:

mate. We will brag- a~r.!i
brands of the world'.'.·'··'-:
weather, made to .order .flir1
purpose of developlOg -PIatEl~;

war and for. peac~ thatwill'~
safely and sWiftly 10 any 014 ~.
of weather. L.J.~.. ';j
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